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	[image: ]Violence and Phenomenology (Studies in Philosophy), 9780415800167 (0415800161), Routledge, 2009
This book pursues the problem of whether violence can be understood to be constitutive of its own sense or meaning, as opposed to being merely instrumental. Dodd draws on the resources of phenomenological philosophy, and takes the form of a series of dialogues between figures both inside and outside of this tradition. The central figures considered include Carl von Clausewitz, Carl Schmitt, Hannah Arendt, Jean-Paul Sartre, Ernst Jünger, and Martin Heidegger, and the study concludes with an analysis of the philosophy of Jan Patocka.
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Information Systems Development: Asian ExperiencesSpringer, 2010

	Information Systems Development (ISD) progresses rapidly, continually creating new challenges for the professionals involved. New concepts, approaches and techniques of systems development emerge constantly in this field. Progress in ISD comes from research as well as from practice.


	This conference will discuss issues pertaining to...
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S Programming (Statistics and Computing)Springer, 2004

	
		S is a high-level language for manipulating, analysing and displaying data. It forms the basis of two highly acclaimed and widely used data analysis software systems, the commercial S-PLUS® and the Open Source R. This book provides an in-depth guide to writing software in the S language under either or both of those systems. It...
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Hardening ApacheApress, 2004
A must-read for any system administrator installing or currently using  Apache, Hardening Apache shows you exactly what to do to make Apache more  secure. Throughout this book, renowned author Tony Mobily introduces you to many  of the security problems you’ll inevitably stumble across when using  Apache---and most important,...
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ALGORITHMS FOR LINEAR-QUADRATIC OPTIMIZATIONCRC Press, 1996

	Linear-quadratic optimization is one of the most exciting topics in the con trol engineering literature of recent decades. The interest in linear optimal dynamical systems, and especially in those with quadratic cost functional, can be explained by both the richness of properties these systems possess, and the pragmatic value and physical...
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WordPress Top PluginsPackt Publishing, 2010

	WordPress has thousands of plugins available—most of them don't work as advertised, are out dated, or simply don't work. Wordpress Top Plugins takes you through the process of finding the very best plugins to build a powerful and engaging website or blog.


	With access to over 10,000 plugins, finding the ones that...
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Podcasting For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Got something to say? It's easy with a podcast!      

Subscribe to podcasts, put together your own, and build a fan base      

Podcasting really is twenty-first century communication, and you can be a part of it! This book gives you the scoop on listening to, producing, and distributing podcasts, points you toward the best...
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